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1.Which statement is true about the decommission of the source platform?
A.It must wait until all data is migrated.
B.It can be done independently of migration phases.
C.It should only be done on non-production hardware.
D.It must involve sign-off from the stakeholders identified during Planning.
Answer: A
2.What does a Migrator require?
A.initial setup and no further configuration
B.initial setup and configuration data for the target backup platform
C.initial setup and configuration data for the source backup platform
D.initial setup and configuration data for both the source and target backup platform
Answer: D
3.Alerting from the TSM Butterfly Migration Engine cannot be sent by/from where?
A.e-mail
B.real-time
C.Migration Engine API integration
D.SMTP server
Answer: D
4.Closure involves what action?
A.sign-off of the project
B.testing of the target environment
C.starting the source environment decommission
D.training the customer to use the new environment
Answer: D
5.What will configuration tasks on the Migration Engine have defined?
A.only the source IP and admin credentials
B.both source and target IP and their admin credentials
C.only the source IP, credentials are supplied by the Migrator
D.both source and target IP, credentials are supplied by the Migrator
Answer: B
6.Where is the TSM Administration password specified?
A.in the Migration Engine
B.it does not need to be used
C.in the Migrator.ini or Mediator.ini file
D.in the .inifiles and the Migration Engine
Answer: A
7.Which statement is true about a Success Criteria document?
A.It is SOX compliant.

B.It is written once Migration is complete.
C.It clearly states which factors will affect what conclusions.
D.It is determined by the business partner at the start of the migration.
Answer: C
8.Which statement is true about the TSM Butterfly Migration Engine and the Migrators?
A.They cannot access any activity logs.
B.They can only access target environment activity logs.
C.They can only access source environment activity logs.
D.They can access both source and target activity logs and generate existing problem reports.
Answer: D
9.How can communication with the source environments in the Migrator be overridden?
A.IBM can log in remotely and adjust the parameters.
B.Each one has an .ini file that allows specific elements to be selectable.
C.All communication is handled using the Migration Engine interface only.
D.The configuration can be overridden by placing an alert on the Migrator using the Migration Engine
interface.
Answer: B
10.Which statement is true about a proof of concept?
A.It is not available locally.
B.It must use only one Phase.
C.It will only migrate TSM5 data.
D.It follows the same methodology of a full migration.
Answer: C
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